Directions from Main Hospital Elevators
OSCE Teaching Clinic Room 3103 in College of Medicine
Take main elevator to 3rd floor. Do not enter Pediatric Clinic. Go to main corridor and turn left. Go through double glass doors; turn right, follow purple wall with larger than life black & white prints of skeletons. Follow hallway to left and the Standardized Patient Center Teaching Clinic is on the left. See red line on map.

Directions from College of Nursing
OSCE Teaching Clinic Room 3103 in College of Medicine
Exit the College of Nursing past the fountain and turn right, proceed up the stairs to the health sciences plaza. Directly ahead is the entrance to the College of Medicine, when you enter you are on the 2nd floor. Go straight a few feet and you will see elevators on your left take them to the 3rd floor. Exit elevator turn left and turn down the first hallway on your left, at the end of the hall turn left and the 3103 door will be on your left. See blue line on map.